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A good design strategy can maximize your
chance of success

Try it out!

Designing
Your Product
Every product aims to solve problems, but a
great product goes further than that. To build a
great product, we need to ﬁgure out not only
what we're solving, but how we're solving it.

Getting the Big Picture
The key to great user experience is covering all possible scenarios
and this means sometimes thinking out of the box. It is important
to understand not only who your users are, but also what role
they play in your app and what they expect from it. To secure this
information, we must put ourselves in our users' shoes.

This is your
first step!
Deliveries, on time
Search
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Don't Underestimate Design
Many companies think that if they skip the design stage, they'll
save money and get to the development stage more quickly. In fact
the reverse is true. If you skip design you'll end up wasting more
time and money than you would have done otherwise, as the
product will be riddled with gaps and they'll be more expensive to
ﬁx later on.

Beyond Graphics And Illustrations
Design isn't only what we see, it's how we interact with our product
and foresee how users want from our app. Once we have this
information we can ﬁnd the easiest way for them to reach what
they want, and end up with a more valuable and easy way to use
the product.
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Let's See
Some Examples
As all great designers will tell you, images
sometimes speak louder than words. So let's
see some examples of bad versus good design.
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Example: A user is changing the email address on their
proﬁle, and they've ﬁnished making the change.

Users | Workenstein

https://www.workenstein.com/users/93892082

Users

Hello, Anna

User name

Position

Anna Write

Does user work?

Programmers

Yes

No

DASHBOARD

Contact information
WORKERS

Phone
+7

DOCUMENTS

User settings

Alternative phone
986 345-45-56

E-mail

+7

000 000-00-00

Access
Yes

Show in Plazma
No

No

Fax
Login

annawr@gmail.com

Yes

Password (8-20 sings)

123456789
anna_write

Adress
STATISTICS

Company
ID from Bitrix24
HISTORY

Not selected

annawr@gmail.com

Guide

Sales manager

Ofﬁce manager

Now, let's scroll down a bit more...
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...there's a save button. Great!
Just edit, then save - that's about it, right?

Users | Workenstein

https://www.workenstein.com/users/93892082

Bank information

Bank

SWIFT

Account N

Owner name

Guide

Sales manager

Ofﬁce manager

Online manager

Agent

Partner

Accountant

Admin

Agency

Driver

Transport
manager

Agent manager

User

DASHBOARD

Guide salary

Анна
WORKERS

DOCUMENTS

STATISTICS

Online Manager %

0,00

Online Manager % /w Sales Manager

0,00

Online Manager % /w Agent

0,00

Online Manager % /w Sales Manager

0,00

& Agent

Cancel

Save

HISTORY

Well, actually, there are other potential options the user might take.
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Keep in mind users won't see the save button until they scroll down,
giving them plenty of time to perform other actions.

User name
Users | Workenstein
Browser Controls
We often obsess about
the buttons on our app
and forget that the
device/browser has its
own default buttons,
too. If users click on the
default ‘back’ or ‘refresh’
options without saving
their changes, they may
lose them.

Anna Write

https://www.workenstein.com/users/93892082
DASHBOARD

Users
Contact information
User name

WORKERS

Anna Write

+7

DASHBOARD

Contact information
WORKERS

DOCUMENTS

E-mail

annawr@gmail.com

Phone
+7

DOCUMENTS

Phone

Leaving Screen
What happens if users
click on other areas of
the screen without
986 345-45-56clicking ‘Save’ ﬁrst?
Again, their information
may be lost.

Adress

986 345-45-56

E-mail

STATISTICS

annawr@gmail.com

ID from Bitrix24

Adress

HISTORY

STATISTICS

annawr@gmail.com

ID from Bitrix24

Did you think about these possibilities?
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A good way to solve this issue is to add a double conﬁrmation message
in case the user leaves without saving.

Users | Workenstein

https://www.workenstein.com/users/93892082

Users

Hello, Anna

User name

Position

Anna Write

Does user work?

Programmers

Yes

No

DASHBOARD

Contact information
WORKERS

Leave
without saving?
Phone
Alternative phone
Click
conﬁrm
to exit.
+7
986 345-45-56

DOCUMENTS

User settings

E-mail

+7

000 000-00-00

Access

Show in Plazma

Conﬁrm

Yes

Cancel

No

Yes

No

Fax
Login

annawr@gmail.com

Password (8-20 sings)

123456789
anna_write

Adress
STATISTICS

Company
ID from Bitrix24
HISTORY

Not selected

annawr@gmail.com

Guide

Sales manager

Ofﬁce manager

Now we've got a double conﬁrmation in place to avoid
mistakes and lost information. But is it good enough?
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Well the message is functional, and at least provides an extra
barrier of security. But it still has several design ﬂaws:

Bad Iconography
The ‘tick’ symbol is traditionally positive.
So it might suggest to the user that we're
encouraging them to take this action.

Leave without saving?

Confusing Color & Copy
The wording seems obvious, because this is a conﬁrmation
message. But again, the word ‘Conﬁrm’ might tell some
users that this is a positive action. What's more, the word is
usually associated with greenish colors - not reddish ones.

Conﬁrm

Cancel

Click conﬁrm to exit.

Obvious Information
Given the title and the options available,
users can already guess what to do. It's
better to keep this space for some more
meaningful information.

Wrong Positioning
By placing the actions this way
round, users might cancel the action
when they want to conﬁrm it. The ‘full
speed ahead’ button is usually on the
outside, not the inside.

Move to the next page to see how to do it right.
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Way better now, right?

Right Copy & Colors
Leaving is our primary action here,
canceling is the secondary one.
‘Leave’ works better than ‘Conﬁrm’
here as it gives some context to
the action.

Good Icon
We want to warn the user, so
let's catch their attention with
something sharp and red.

Leave without saving?

Cancel

Leave

Unsaved information will be lost.

Meaningful Information
Gives the user context and lets
them know why it is important
to conﬁrm the action.

Good Positioning
Now ‘Leave’ is the main action
visually and is placed where users
will naturally expect it.

Design decisions go beyond shapes and colors. Good designers take into
consideration human patterns, psychology, language and communication.
Everything matters when designing good products.
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Another example: We've got a sign-up service on our platform and it's created
a list of users. Now we want to search for someone called Thanawan

Name

Email

Role

City

Active?

Anje Keizer

kjaqueme2n@jigsy.com

User

Guadalajara

Yes

Langke Zambo

eungererd8@alibaba.com

User

Medellín

No

Dashonte Clarke

cgreystock77@cpanel.net

User

Hangzhou

No

Dontae Little

peuels7l@amazon.co.jp

User

Hanoi

No

Thanawan Chadee

lashburner7w@cam.ac.uk

User

Ho Chi Minh City

Yes

Edward Lindgren

rmcarthur87@umich.edu

User

Ibadan

Yes

Gabie Sheber

kleetham9n@reverbnation.com

User

Kampala

Yes

Harinder Bharwal

gstouta6@rambler.ru

User

Kathmandu

Yes

Kenjo Assou

cbothamcn@yale.edu

Admin

Khartoum

No

Labeeba Al Amer

gmossmancy@army.mil

User

Kuala Lumpur

No

Daisy Murphy

dclair6z@sciencedirect.com

User

Hamilton

Yes

Leonardo Oliveira

hnourydc@bbb.org

User

Nashville

No

Lidmila Vilensky

lyegorshindn@yahoo.co.jp

User

Odessa

Yes

Marysa Labrone

rcarncrosse5@printfriendly.com

Admin

Orlando

Yes

Sung Jin-Shil

phartridgeh2@go.com

User

Ottawa

Yes

Olivia Evans

htashih@shareasale.com

User

Panama City

Yes

Phawta Tuntayakul

elelloke@netlog.com

User

Quezon City

Yes

Soﬁa Manzano

byeudallld@nba.com

User

San Antonio

Yes

Tatiana Gagelman

gcottesfordm5@illinois.edu

User

Savannah

Yes

Tua Manuera

bkellehermq@surveymonkey.com

User

Seattle

No

Hard, isn't it. Let's see why...
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No Hierarchy
There's no clear distinction between the headings
and the main list, so the user might have trouble
identifying what each ﬁeld contains.

Wrong Sorting
The table isn't sorted
alphabetically. You've
probably gone way down
the list to spot
Thanawan, only to
eventually ﬁnd the
name's not where you
were expecting.

Tight Spacing
If your goal is to ﬁnd
things fast, congestion
certainly won't help.

Name

Email

Role

City

Active?

Anje Keizer

kjaqueme2n@jigsy.com

User

Guadalajara

Yes

Langke Zambo

eungererd8@alibaba.com

User

Medellín

No

Dashonte Clarke

cgreystock77@cpanel.net

User

Hangzhou

No

Dontae Little

peuels7l@amazon.co.jp

User

Hanoi

No

Thanawan Chadee

lashburner7w@cam.ac.uk

User

Ho Chi Minh City

Yes

Edward Lindgren

rmcarthur87@umich.edu

User

Ibadan

Yes

Gabie Sheber

kleetham9n@reverbnation.com

User

Kampala

Yes

Harinder Bharwal

gstouta6@rambler.ru

User

Kathmandu

Yes

Kenjo Assou

cbothamcn@yale.edu

Admin

Khartoum

No

Labeeba Al Amer

gmossmancy@army.mil

User

Kuala Lumpur

No

Daisy Murphy

dclair6z@sciencedirect.com

User

Hamilton

Yes

Leonardo Oliveira

hnourydc@bbb.org

User

Nashville

No

Lidmila Vilensky

lyegorshindn@yahoo.co.jp

User

Odessa

Yes

Marysa Labrone

rcarncrosse5@printfriendly.com

Admin

Orlando

Yes

Sung Jin-Shil

phartridgeh2@go.com

User

Ottawa

Yes

Olivia Evans

htashih@shareasale.com

User

Panama City

Yes

Phawta Tuntayakul

elelloke@netlog.com

User

Quezon City

Yes

Soﬁa Manzano

byeudallld@nba.com

User

San Antonio

Yes

Tatiana Gagelman

gcottesfordm5@illinois.edu

User

Savannah

Yes

Tua Manuera

bkellehermq@surveymonkey.com

User

Seattle

No

No Contrast
There's no clear visual
separation between
the lines, which means
the reader may jump
from one line to
another as they scan
across the page.

Can we make this easier for users?
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Try to ﬁnd Thanawan again now

Name

Email

City

Role

Anje Keizer

kjaqueme2n@jigsy.com

Guadalajara

User

Daisy Murphy

dclair6z@sciencedirect.com

Hamilton

User

Dashonte Clarke

cgreystock77@cpanel.net

Hangzhou

User

Dontae Little

peuels7l@amazon.co.jp

Hanoi

User

Edward Lindgren

rmcarthur87@umich.edu

Ibadan

User

Gabie Sheber

kleetham9n@reverbnation.com

Kampala

User

Harinder Bharwal

gstouta6@rambler.ru

Kathmandu

User

Kenjo Assou

cbothamcn@yale.edu

Khartoum

Labeeba Al Amer

gmossmancy@army.mil

Kuala Lumpur

User

Langke Zambo

eungererd8@alibaba.com

Medellín

User

Leonardo Oliveira

hnourydc@bbb.org

Nashville

User

Lidmila Vilensky

lyegorshindn@yahoo.co.jp

Odessa

User

Marysa Labrone

rcarncrosse5@printfriendly.com

Orlando

Admin

Thanawan Chadee

lashburner7w@cam.ac.uk

Ho Chi Minh City

Active?

Admin

User

Easier, right? But why?...
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Good Hierarchy
The header is now fully separated from the
content, which makes it easier to spot
what you need to ﬁnd.

Right Sorting
Users are now sorted by
name, which is more
natural and helps you
locate users starting
with ‘T’ just by scanning
the list.

Good Spacing
Leaving space helps you
identify key information
and further improves the
distinction between one
line and the next.

Name

Email

City

Role

Anje Keizer

kjaqueme2n@jigsy.com

Guadalajara

User

Daisy Murphy

dclair6z@sciencedirect.com

Hamilton

User

Dashonte Clarke

cgreystock77@cpanel.net

Hangzhou

User

Dontae Little

peuels7l@amazon.co.jp

Hanoi

User

Edward Lindgren

rmcarthur87@umich.edu

Ibadan

User

Gabie Sheber

kleetham9n@reverbnation.com

Kampala

User

Harinder Bharwal

gstouta6@rambler.ru

Kathmandu

User

Kenjo Assou

cbothamcn@yale.edu

Khartoum

Labeeba Al Amer

gmossmancy@army.mil

Kuala Lumpur

User

Langke Zambo

eungererd8@alibaba.com

Medellín

User

Leonardo Oliveira

hnourydc@bbb.org

Nashville

User

Lidmila Vilensky

lyegorshindn@yahoo.co.jp

Odessa

User

Marysa Labrone

rcarncrosse5@printfriendly.com

Orlando

Admin

Thanawan Chadee

lashburner7w@cam.ac.uk

Ho Chi Minh City

Active?

Contrast
The lines have varying
backgrounds now,
making it easier to see
which information
belongs to which user.

Admin

Bonus!
Sometimes you can use
visual elements rather
than text, which frees up
space and makes it even
easier to spot things on
the ﬂy.

User

By keeping in mind concepts such as readability, spacing, contrast,
colors and sorting, we build better layouts and ways to ﬁnd
information, saving time and effort for users.
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Last Example: Let's say a
user downloads a new
shopping app which
requires sign up. Now they
want to make an order...

Let's see how satisfying
the experience is...
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Navigation
If the user accidentally hits
sign-up, there's no obvious
way back. They're
effectively trapped.

Annoying Repetition
When someone enters their
birth date, we can calculate
their age automatically. But
we're asking for both - a
complete waste of time.

Too Many Fields
A good sign-up page will
contain the absolute
minimum number of ﬁelds
required. This one asks for
unnecessary and
overlapping information,
which is bound to irritate
the user.

Poor Order
‘City’ and ‘Address’ are
requesting the same
information but in different
places, making the user
jump from one set of
information to another.

This design is bound to push
users away from the app
before they register.
How can we ﬁx this?
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Navigation
The ‘back option’ allows
the user to make
mistakes and return to
their previous page.

Timing is Crucial
We should only ask our users
for information when it's
needed. That way, users can
see the information is
important and it doesn't seem
a nuisance. Timing is an
important factor to consider.

Natural Order
Filling out a form should be
natural, mirroring the ﬂow of
writing an address on an
envelope by hand.
Expectation Management
Psychology plays a big role
in design. If users know an
action will require very
little of their time, they'll be
more likely to sign up.

Keep to a Minimum
Sign-up screens can
create barriers to getting
users. So let's make it as
easy as possible and
remove all the ﬁelds we
don't need at the outset.

Save Their Time
If a user is likely to repeat
an action, we should save
them time by saving the
information they'll require
again in the future.
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Start thinking about all these situations when designing your user ﬂows.
Most of these decisions will shape your ﬁnal product experience.

Shipping Address

Payment

Make Sure Data Is Saved
We all know the frustration of ﬁlling
out a long form, only to ﬁnd all the
data gone when we try to click back
to the form later in the registration
process. It's something that'll annoy
every user, so we need to make sure
we save data between screens.

Confirmation

Payment Failure

Also Recommended For You

What Comes Next?
Users should always be able to
continue using the product.
Once they've completed an
action, the recommendation
screen should take them to a
logical, relevant page.

What if it Fails?
Don't pretend errors and
issues won't happen.
They're bound to crop
eventually, so it's better to
have them covered.
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Seeing The
Invisible
What makes a great product is not just what
we see, but also what we don't. As shown in
the examples, good user experiences imply
thinking about psychology, audiences,
sounds, goals and interactions..

Design-Oriented Products
Most technology companies are switching towards
design-oriented products. Design processes deﬁne not
only the core product but the whole experience including
communication, target audiences and user cases...
adding value to the solution the product offers.

Templates: Good, But Not Enough
Many companies think of purchasing pre-made themes
for their apps. While it's not a bad idea to save some
money, they're just a set of pre-deﬁned components,
and they don't deﬁne many factors that will impact the
quality and success of the product.

Need Help? Ask us!
Our design team can help expand the possibilities of a
product, give it more value, set a good design strategy
to cover all possible scenarios and create a high-quality
product that users will love.
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MOBILE JAZZ
mobilejazz.com
info@mobilejazz.com

